
Director Strategy Checklist 
Prepared by NSD Pamela Waldrop Shaw 

Directors,  there is so much inside of me that I want to pour into you.  Recognizing that 
you are all at different levels of understanding, skill mastery, commitment to your lead-
ership often hampers me.  I know for some of you a read is ‘’Good grief, I know this”  
For others it is “ANOTHER email, arg”   But IF for one, it is a gem, a God-send, a 
missing piece, an AH HA, then at the risk of distracting some of you, I pray to support 
the ONE in this checklist.  
 
Opening a Successful Month has MUCH more to it than resolving credit card orders 
from the previous month.  IF we want change and plan to get different results, we have 
to first recognize where we have SAID there is going to be change and then month af-
ter month there is NO change.  In essence, current way of thinking and working is 
NOT producing the change you expect, and IF you continue down the same path out 
of ignorance, pride, or laziness,  you will unavoidably begin to experience the negative 
emotions of discouragement, frustration, mis-placed anger, and doubt.   
 
So let’s take a look at the WAY I would start a month as a Million $ Director.  (I started 
this as a $250k Director :-).  I have revised and built on the skills of it over the past 20 years, consis-
tently working at GETTING better and LEARNING from others and APPLYING wisely).   
 
UNIT ACTIVITY 
_____  Where did I GET results I had set as goals?  Exact #ers.   Exact places. 
 
_____  Where did I NOT get results I had set as goals?  What am I most disappointed 
about? 
 
_____  What bonus money did I leave on the table?  ($3-500 for Qual. Unit recruits, $100 per 
personal Qual., Volume Bonus, 13% increase $500-7/07-9/07, New DIR/Offspring Bonus-$1000/$500)  
 
_____  Where did I take a lesser % than was an option for me (13% personal recruit-
ing check, Sr. Director check)  What am I going to do to TAP out the % available to 
me? 
 
_____  Who are the A+1 NEW recruits I can still qualify for my UNIT BONUS in this 
NEW month?  Is speaking with them, game-planning to support their sales, placing the 
Qualified order at the TOP of my 6 most list early in the month? 
 
_____  How many Unit Recruits came in and WHO brought them in?  (This tells you 
where you’re putting education and reward.  If  your Recruiters are NEW Seniors, you probably have a 
good system for Pearls and ‘first guests rewards’ at meeting;  If Recruiters are  Cons. moving to RJ, you 
probably have something special in the form of recognition and time w/ you for RED JACKETS.  If it is 
an OT or DIQ, you’re talking growth and rewarding leaders -or you have a hottie /superstar who will be 
gone in 3-5 months) Hopefully you have Recruiters from ALL those places.  THAT is the goal!   You 
NEED to know though  IF you want to work in REALITY!  If you have NO ONE re-
cruiting, a Gold medal is your option IF you want to grow and change current results! 



 
_____  Did you not only PLAN for new Unit recruiting, but DID YOU follow up with your 
Expected Recruiters?  Do you call them the DAY before meeting to ask them about 
their guests coming?  Do you call them following their SCC to ask who they selected 
with the Cracker Jack recruiting talk?  Do you have ? aires for ALL guests who come to 
your mtg.  In other words, are you INSPECTING what you EXPECT?  Most impor-
tantly, are you prepared (system and time scheduled) to create this as a NEW habit?   
 
_____  Have you considered a ? aire for ALL Consultants to have ALL SCC guests fill 
out so you can SEE what type of women they are in front of and do some follow up 
from those guests as well as Unit Meeting guests? 
 
_____  Do you have a system of KNOWING when their SCC are?  (Unit Meeting Sign 
in is a great place).   
 
_____  Were your Unit Meetings conducive to consultants bringing more guests? (as 
in, do you sell for them, book new scc from their guests for them, present marketing 
and CLOSE recruits AT the meeting?)  How would attending Consultants answer 
this ?.   
 
_____  Do you know how many women you were in front of last month (as GUESTS… 
your own personal SCC, Business debuts you did, Sepecialty events AND Unit Meet-
ing? ) To how many could you say you actually presented marketing to and asked for a 
Recruiting decision? 
 
_____  Did you FOLLOW up on EVERY possible recruit for yourself and your unit?  If 
not, is this on your FOCUS Folder to do IMMEDIATELY, and do you have these pros-
pects names/#ers in one CLEAR place?  If not, and you don’t know how to recall or 
FIND these people, will you STOP now and create a system that works for you so that 
this doesn’t happen another month? 
 
_____  How many GENX & ELITE winners do you have? (if few, do you talk about it, 
reward it, do it yourself, get on the CONF call yourself?  If many, can you include more 
people to the circle of activity?) 
 
PERSONAL ACTIVITY 
_____  Have you REALLY established personal activity goals for Seminar 2008 that 
you are completely committed to accomplishing? 
 
_____  Did you do GENX or GENX Elite personally?  Answer this, deal with this, re-
ward yourself or FIX and schedule this RIGHT NOW!  :-) 
 
_____  Did your unit hear you talk about your personal classes, hostesses and meet 
your new team members this month?  (there is a FINE line between making them feel like 
you’re competing w/ them ,which may shut them down, and learning from you by modeling your 
work—BUT they MUST see you lead by example!) 



 
 
 
 
 

_____  How are you tracking NATIONAL COURT OF RECRUITING, UNIT Recruiting, 
Leadership Parties?  (great tip:  Staple These  tracking pages from your SEMINAR 07 
Dir. Day packet– (duplicates posted on DIR page of our site ) as Focus Folder inserts to your 
DIR FOCUS FOLDER.  Now, on the inside of that folder you can readily see your KEY 
people, who you’re focusing on moving up in RED, AND ALL potential Recruiting right 
there!  You can track National Court of SALES on the back of the CON. FF w/ your 
STAR prize! 
 
_____  How many of your Consultants are TRACKING well… from a Focus Folder WITH her 
GENX sheets attached,  with her Personal Court of Recruiting in there, WITH a photo of her 
STAR prize visible on the back of the folder?  CRITICAL! 
 
BENCHMARK FOCAL POINTS (from your 20% Growth Tracking) 
_____  Did you know what #ers it would take to BEAT YOUR BEST from same time 
LAST year— Unit Recruiting, Personal Recruiting, Unit Wholesale?  
 
_____  Were you Conscience about adding 10+ NEW  Agreements?  Did you press 
through to a win or give in with a sigh, or did you notice or think about it? 
_____  Were you Conscience of what your # ‘T’ going off was going to look like and 
what # of NEW it would take to grow your Unit Size by 5,10, 15 or more? 
 
_____  What was your New Recruit First Order Average for last month? ( goal $800-1000) 
_____  How much of your Total monthly w/s production came from NEW? 
 
_____  How much of your Total Production came from ON TARGET TEAMS including 
THEIR NEW? [Important to look at NEW total production and NEW associated w/ Teams.  
You get different information, but you need to evaluate BOTH!] 
 
_____  Are you looking at the productivity of your BASE and your PERSONAL team 
separate from your OT TEAMS just to ‘prepare for growth’ as they DEBUT out (goal IS 
TO DEBUT THEM OUT)!  You keep a performer TOO long in your unit, you lose her 
anyway because she loses confidence and never makes progress she expects to 
make.  So she’ll go do something where she feels like a winner! 
 
____  What was your % Unit Consultants who placed a discounted order?   (goal: 1/3-1/2) 
_____  Did you break your Commission Check down to know where you are earning the most? 
 
NEW DIRECTORS (for NEW and Seniors WITH new offspring— $ for you both!) 
_____  Write TRACK… are you committed to it?  Are you ON THE DATE BOOK to repeat DIQ 
performance to nail this for $1000/$500!!  3 personal Qual and $15k total for 90 days! 
 
_____  FAB 50’s  What month are you on?  How many PER month NEW are needed to hit 50, 
taking “T” into account?  Another $1000/$500! 
 
_____   Honor’s SOCIETY— Prepare!  Don’t get to month 11 and freak! Do you have a 
monthly growth [recruiting] and production [sales and ordering]  goal $1000/$500! 
** Senior, FOLLOW up and coach this!  NEW Director, TAKE Charge! 



Set your NEW MONTH UP! 
_____  Print your entire Unit Analysis Report from INTOUCH.  Cover up names and look for 
ordering patterns.  WHERE could your consistency program make a difference for some?  Does this 
need a face-lift (the promo).  How is your TRACKING communication to them?  Are these rewards they 
are motivated  to receive (prize and recognition)  by ordering consistently?  Is Booking an issue if order-
ing is sporadic?  Are your Unit Members holding CLASSES? 
 
_____  Project a wholesale order for each unit member looking at Unit Analysis.  WHAT 
amount and WHY would they order THIS month?  (if you have goals sheets, this isn't a 
‘guess’)  What does projected BASE production total? 
_____  WHO was going to place an order that fell through at the last minute?  Don’t drop this!  
She already feels like a failure.  Get her in MOTION, on the date book, and continue to work with financ-
ing.   
 
_____  WHO are your KEY people?  What are you basing this on?  Have you transferred 8 or so 
names to your DIR FOCUS FOLDER and tracked their activity against their words for 5 weeks.  I 
HIGHLY Recommend this.  AND talk about your FOCUS FOLDER!  Let your UNIT know what they 
would need to do to get their name on that page.  This gives you opportunity to express unconditional 
love for everyone, but that that time is conditional based on goals.  For everyone:  Unit meeting, news-
letter, voice com, specialty events, web site, emails, etc!  For those who want to move up, 1-1 talk time, 
Interviews, face time, etc. 
 
_____  WHO can move up?  To what position?  Do you know her goals (great to get  WRIT-
TEN GOALS from everyone at FIRST UNIT MEETING OF new month so you can follow up 1-1 
and make SURE their activity matches the results they want).  Is she on the date book? 
 
_____  WHO NEW can still get ACTIVE/Qualified?  Who are your NEW who need to place or-
der 2,3 and do a POWER START OVER and/or cement GENX as standard activity?  ARE You 
working from a NEW CON Tracking sheet so you are CRYSTAL clear here and NO ONE falls thru the 
cracks? 
_____  Identify your RECRUITERS and the REASON they are going to recruit the # they are 
going to recruit.  Add in your personal goal #.  ARE you/they set up this week —booked, coached—
to have wins and prospects from month beginning?  Guests for most current meetings?  Interviews in 
motion? 
 
_____  Estimate NEW Recruit production based on PROJECTED # of new Recruits and your 
current orientation initial order average.  I 
 
_____  WHAT is the Unit W/S projection you have now— base + new  Production?   WHAT 
needs to shift in terms of scheduling or adding activity to meet the growth/production goals you 
have set for your UNIT CLUB, etc? 
 
_____  WHAT communication— live, group, mailings that need to go out to WHICH groups of 
people as tracking and follow up support for this unit?  Is it set and timed and delegated? 
 
AS THE MONTH  IS CLOSING 3-4 days out 
_____  Do you have FIVE or more qualified for max. $500 bonus?  FIND THEM. 
 
_____  Have you surpassed your 13% increase $500 bonus? [7/07-9/07] 
 
_____  How close are you to the next $1000 bonus on VOLUME?  STRETCH!  Never hold 
back production! 



_____  Do YOU and your TEAM LEADERS (or those who could GET to TL) have min. 
5 ordering $200+ w/s for a 13% check? 
 
_____  Have you (and they) sold at GENX + level to place a $600+ personal for 13%? 
 
_____  Who do you have with good Team production but who only has 3,4 team members?  
Can you MOVE her to OT-DIQ… to a 13% commission check?  THESE ARE THE PEOPLE 
TO STRETCH and keep urgency flowing so they don’t get stuck! 
 
_____  Has your personal team grown to a new benchmark on your way to 40+?  What 
kind of urgency are you going to apply to accomplish this? 
 
_____  Do your I3’s have Team Members?  They WILL lose them if they haven’t ordered min. 
$200 w/s.  Your letters went out to I1, I3, T, but does a DELEGATED phone call need to be 
placed to those w/ recruits? 
 
_____  As a SENIOR Director, are you aware that your BEST TIER commission is contingent 
on your UNIT w/s?  Are you ON IT? 
 
_____  How will you close out the month?  Will you stop 24 hours early?  Will you throw your 
hands up by the 25th?  Will you plan a weekend get-away on the 29th?  OR will you schedule 
yourself AND your attitude to WORK TO THE LAST MINUTE?  THIS is where the exhilarating 
wins show up! 
 
WRAPPING IT UP 
_____  Have you written, HAND WRITTEN,  notes of appreciation and Congratulations 
to your Unit Members for their performance, effort, persistence, results? 
 
_____  Does your unit know all the benchmark goals you were after AS a UNIT?  W/S, 
New Recruits, STARS, # qualified, New REDS, NEW OT– DIQs?  Are you updating 
them with results? 
 
_____  Time to evaluate again and set it up!  Be honest.  Do you need more delegated 
help?  Where can you tweak a system?  Where can you tighten in actual work what you know 
in your mind? How can you increase more 1-1 live conversation?  Is it time to join 5:00 o’clock 
club for a few mos.?  Take charge of the changes or adjustments.  Take ownership.   
 
GET exited about the freedom to DESIGN your life, Design your Unit, Design your INCOME, 
Design the quality of your friendships, Continually grow and get better, START OVER!  There 
are so many benefits to this cycle of working.  I pray you choose to see it as a GIFT, as an 
EDGE, as a PRIVILEGE.  If this overwhelms you, then highlight those areas that would make 
the biggest impact for your increase right now, and each month, add something in that you 
know is making you better.  EVERY YEAR (still) I learn something or it STICKS finally… and I 
think, “HOW did I get this far without doing ‘THAT’ “ (thing that I am now ready to implement).  I’d 
rather wear out than rust out, so cheers to an energy-filled approach to THIS NEW MONTH! 
 
Love, respect, gratitude, and my very best as God raises you up and uses you fully! 
Pamela 


